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All-in-one EAS security Sensor
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How it works
All-in-one security sensor 
with multiple applications to 
protect high-theft packaged 
goods and demo devices.

◆◆ Use the Turtle independently
Adhere to demo products 
or packaged goods

◆◆ Use the Turtle with accessories
Attach to strapped packages
Secure demo products via 
multiple sensor heads

The base kit of the Impulse QueueLane™ 
consists of two stanchions with pedestal 

bases and a single merchandise grid.
Intelligent, optical sensor in combination with 
mechanical sensor ensures highest security.

Pre-Alarm: Slight sliding or lifting Alarm: Tampering or improper removal EAS Gate Alarm: AM or RF versions

Use independently

Use with accessories

TURTLE
D: 2.56” Dia. x 1.38” H

Easy
Install

Battery 
Powered

Alarms at 
point of theft

Product 
Accessibility

PAT E N T E D
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Features

Detachers

Turtle Accessories

Benefits

All accessories available in black and white.

◆◆ Prevent unauthorized opening of packaged goods
◆◆ Protect demo products
◆◆ Use with various sizes and types of products
◆◆ Stack products without any restrictions

LOOP LANYARD 
SENSOR
 

Available in 
single, dual, or 
loop and mouse 
lanyard options

USB  
SENSOR

Connects Turtle  
to a USB port.

MOUSE  
SENSOR

Available in 
single, dual or 
mouse and loop 
lanyard options

CONNECTION 
CABLE

Connects Turtle  
to Turtle.

single
loop

loop & 
mouse

single
mouse

dual
mouse

loop & 
mouse

Full Alarm: 6 min.
Pre-Alarm: 3 short beeps
Alarm volume: >95db

Super magnet:   
> 9000 Gauss

Black  
White

Alarm EAS Gates and Turtle 
for double alarm security

Sensitivity levels: 
low, medium, high
Cable pull-out strength:  
300 Newton

3 years
Replaceable:
CR2450 battery

AM (58 kHz) 
RF (8.2 MHz)

16 pc/box  
4 box/carton
Mounting: Adhesive

Alarm

Magnet Strength

Standard Color

EAS Gate - 3 Alarm

Alarm Trigger

Battery Lifetime

Alarm Frequency

Stock Packaging

COUNTER DETACHER
D: 3.94”  L  x 3.07” W x 2.05” H

MOBILE DETACHER
D:  5.91” L x 3.15” W x 1.93” H (without Clip)

Magnetic counter opener 
with spiral cable for hard 
tags and security boxes
◆◆ For use with Turtle and other 
magnetic security devices
◆◆ Mount into or onto counter
◆◆ Can be closed with lock 
◆◆ 1900mm expandable cable
◆◆ 9500 gauss super magnet

Mobile key holder 
with unlocking tool or 
hard tag opener
◆◆ For hand-held use
◆◆ Optional belt clip
◆◆ Detacher secured with 
retractable wire
◆◆ Convertible for right 
or left-handed use
◆◆ EAS secured for 
AM, RF and EM

◆◆ No adhesive residue when removed from 
packaging or promotional sample
◆◆ No tangling cables or damaging wires
◆◆ Apply and remove quickly and easily
◆◆ Adapt and expand usage on-site with optional accessories



8181 Darrow Road
Twinsburg, OH 44087

All-in-one EAS security sensor

Phone  1.800.422.2547   call toll-free in North America
Fax   1.800.422.2502   fax us your purchase order
Web www.siffron.com   find and buy resources online

Ordering is easy!


